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1. New functionalities
1.1 Adjust key moments manually in timeline toolbar
The functionality described here below refers to key moments adjustment in the Timeline
toolbar while in 'Replay' mode. This feature allows a user to adjust key moments manually
on the Timeline toolbar in order to set them at desired or more accurate position (if needed).

In the 'Replay' Mode the Timeline toolbar will include the following elements while in generic
mode:
1) Timeline toolbar itself with key moments’ tabs
2) 'Edit' icon (pencil)

The user should click on the 'Edit' icon (pencil right of timeline toolbar) in order to
trigger the 'Edit' mode and be able to adjust key moments manually. Once he clicked
on it, the following sequence of actions will be triggered:

Step 1
The Timeline toolbar will be adapted (see Figure 2.2 - 1):
● 'Edit' icon is replaced with 'Save' icon (floppy disk) in disable state (greyed) and
'Cancel' icon in enabled state (white)
● Timeline toolbar itself becomes unselected (no key moments selected)
● Next / Previous frame buttons in disabled state appear instead of 5 navigation
buttons

Figure 2.2 - 1 - Timeline toolbar in edit mode

Step 2
The user selects a key moment by clicking on it. At the same time, the following
modifications are made:
● A selected key moment becomes highlighted - see Figure 2.2 - 2
● Next / Previous frame buttons becomes enabled (they have the same color than the
selected key moment) - see Figure 2.2 - 2
● 'Save' icon remains disabled and 'Cancel' icon remains enabled

Step 3
The user adjusts the position of the selected key moment with mouse of via Next / Previous
frame buttons or left and right arrows on keyboard.
After adjustment is made, 'Save' icon becomes enabled.

Figure 2.2 - 2 - Key moment adjustment
The user can click and select on another key moment, it becomes selected and adjustable
while the previously selected key moment becomes unselected.

Step 4
The user clicks on the Save icon to apply modifications and a modal screen ‘Save
modifications’ will appear.

04 - 05 - Modal screen
In the modal screen the user can select 'No' to return to the Edit mode or 'Yes' to apply
modifications and go back to the generic mode.

Step 5
The user can exit 'Edit' mode in the following ways:
● He clicks on the 'Cancel' icon on the Timeline toolbar that is always enabled
● He selects another mode than 'Replay' (for example, the user clicks on the 'Record'
mode)
● He saves a modification as described in the Step 4

1.2 Delete multiple swings simultaneously from library
It is possible to delete a number of swings at once from the Swinguru Pro Library.
For this, you need to:
1) Go to the Library;
2) On the left of the video previews you will see checkboxes allowing to select multiple
swings at same time. You can either select all swings at once or check them one by one;

Figure 4-1 - Checkboxes
Please note that if you select multiple swings using checkboxes, the ‘Load’ button in the
lower-right corner will be disabled as you cannot open multiple swings simultaneously.

3) Once you selected the swings you want to delete, you need to click on the Trash icon
above swing previews;

Figure 4-2 - Trash button

4) After this, a modal screen ‘Are you sure you want to delete selected swings?’ will appear.
Swings will be deleted after your confirmation.

Figure 4-3 - Delete swing

2. Updated functionalities
2.1 Students management and cloud synchronization
The functionality described below refers to the Student's profile management and cloud
synchronization process in Swinguru Pro.

2.1.1 Student account creation in Swinguru Pro

In general, the process and form of the Student account adding remains the same.
However, some modifications have been made to ease the process:
1) Buttons Fill Info From Academy and Send Info To Academy have been removed
2) E-mail and Confirm E-mail fields are not compulsory anymore

As a consequence of the email not being compulsory anymore, the following two cases are
possible in Swinguru Pro when creating a Student's profle and account:
1) Email has not been confirmed
a) Coach did not input his Student’s email
b) Student did not confirm account creation via link in email sent by Swinguru
2) Email has been confirmed
a) Student did not already have a Swinguru account, a new account will be
created after he confirms it via link in email sent by Swinguru and performs
necessary actions in Swinguru Cloud.
b) Student did already have a Swinguru account, it will be synchronised with
Swinguru Pro after the Student confirms it via link in email sent by Swinguru
and performs necessary actions in Swinguru Cloud

2.1.2 Email confirmation and student account synchronization
2.1.2.1 Email is not confirmed
Here are some peculiarities of the Student’s account when the email is not confirmed:
● No synchronization with Swinguru Cloud will be possible and thus also no swing data
synchronisation. Coach will nevertheless be able to record a lesson or screencast
video for this Student and save it to desktop but will not be able to upload this video
to the Swinguru Cloud
● Coach can edit Student’s profile data at any moment via the 'Student Profile Edit'
icon
● As soon as the coach inputs the Student’s email and clicks 'submit', an invitation mail
is sent to the Student by Swinguru. If the Student confirms invitation via link in email
sent by Swinguru, his account will be activated and synchronised between Swinguru
Pro and Swinguru Cloud (see 2.2.2).
If Student's swings are recorded while his account is not confirmed, swing data from those
swings would NOT be sent to the Swinguru Cloud. The system would perform automatic
synchronization of the swing data only for swings made after the profile and account was
activated and synchronized.

2.1.2.2 Email is confirmed
Here below is a summary of how to get your students to be synchronized between Swinguru
Pro and the Swinguru Cloud:
1) In Swinguru Pro, the Coach has to create his student's profile, input the Student's
email address and click 'submit'.
2) Swinguru will send this Student an email with a request to confirm he agrees to
become the Coach's Student and be connected to the cloud by clicking on ‘here’ in
the email.

3) Once the Student clicks on ‘here’ he will be redirected to www.swingurucloud.com
where he can sign in and perform necessary actions like create password if needed.*
* Here no need to sign up as this is only when you register through the cloud not
through the Swinguru app.
4) At next log in in the Swinguru Pro application or when calling back the Students
library the system will send a request to the Swinguru Cloud to check Students
accounts.
5)

A cloud icon would be displayed next to Student’s name in Student selection module
(see 03 - 01 - User sync) if the Student is registered and confirmed on the Swinguru
Cloud. This means that the account is synchronized with Swinguru Cloud and data
synchronization will be performed in Swinguru Pro (if computer is connected to the
Internet).

6) As soon as the cloud icon and account synchronization is active, upload of
screencast and lesson videos will be enabled.
Once the email is confirmed (account synchronization is made), 'Edit' icon in Student
selection module becomes disabled and the coach will no be able to edit Student’s
information anymore.
Only the Student itself will be allowed to modify his personal information in Swinguru Cloud.
It is expected that if any modifications on the Student's profile through the Swinguru Cloud
they will be shared with Swinguru Pro when the coach logs in and on the condition that the
computer is connected to the Internet (automatic synchronization).

2.1.3 Student account synchronization between Swinguru Pro and
Swinguru Cloud
The functionality update described here below will be available only if the computer is
connected to the Internet. The update refers to the Student Selection module right of
Swinguru icon in left corner of the top bar.

If the Student Selection module is selected, Swinguru Pro verifies whether a student’s profile
is synchronized with Swinguru Cloud. If the account is synchronized, a cloud icon will be
displayed next to the student's name in the list of students on the left.

Figure 2.1 - 1 - Student’s name with cloud icon
The system will detect accounts that are not synchronized between Swinguru Pro and
Swinguru Cloud and will perform an export and import of the students’ accounts from and to
Swinguru Cloud.
The modal screen ‘Students Synchronization’ will appear as soon as the synchronization is
done. The modal screen includes the information about the number of imported and
exported accounts.

To close the modal screen, the user should click the 'Close' button.
Once the account synchronization is over, a cloud icon should appear next to the students
names that were synchronized.
As soon as the cloud icon and account synchronization is active, upload of screencast and
lesson videos will be enabled.
If there is no Internet connection, data synchronization is impossible and the following text
will appear in the modal screen:
‘It seems you are not connected to Internet. Therefore we could not accomplish account
synchronization.’

2.2 Record Lesson : file size
2.2.1 Start recording
To record a lesson video, you need to select ‘Record Lesson’ option from the upper menu.
Once the ‘Record Lesson’ option is selected, a modal screen will appear allowing you either
to start recording or to modify settings if necessary.

Figure 4-1 - Record confirmation
The recording will start as soon as you click ‘Start Recording’ button.

2.2.2 Not enough HDD space
Please note that you should have more than 5Gb of the free space on your hard drive (C:/)
for screencast and lesson video recording.
In case the system detects the lack of space before screencast or lesson video recording, it
will display a warning message ‘Not enough HDD space remaining’.

Figure 4-2 - Not enough space
In order to record a screencast or a lesson video, you need to click ‘OK’ in the warning
message, then free space on your hard drive (C:/) and try recording again.

